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Everything considered both automated library 
and electronic library are near. It was only a 
shift of the term from 'cutting edge library' to 
'electronic library'. This shift may be a result of 
the creating interest in mechanized 
organizations, progressed auto and progressed 
video related to electronic appropriating. 
Digitization is a cycle through which 
information is changed over into digits for PC 
use. To develop a nice electronic library, it ought 
to be properly ready to scatter the best 
information had the chance to, out of the high 
level storing media or progressed data bases. 
The justification digitization is to accumulate, 
store, arrange and scatter information rapidly 
worldwide starting with one completion then 
onto the next and the opposite way around 
utilizing a PC. It isn't the PC alone that makes 
the high level library possible, anyway 
modernized organizations like the Internet, 
which can duplicate and pass on messages all 
through the planet instantly and at an apparent 
cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The high level library may be portrayed as the better methodology for finishing the components of 
libraries including new kinds of information resources, better approaches to manage getting, new 
technique for limit and defending, etc Working Social event of U.S.information structure development 
and Application (IITA) has described as "Mechanized libraries are systems outfitting customers with 
levelheaded induction to an amazingly enormous, facilitated storage facility of information and data". 
According to the Berkeley Electronic library project, School of California "the high level Library will be a 
variety of coursed information soruces; Creators of information will make it open and purchasers will 
find it possibly through the help of automated subject matter experts". 
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Why Digital libraries 

The advancement of automated libraries can be all things considered credited to the going with 
components.  

 Advances in science and developments.  
 Emergence of web and web developments.  
 Availability of advanced books and journals.  
 Speedy correspondence.  
 Tendency towards paperless society.  
 Easy search of information and the openness of tremendous information.  
 Increased use of advances in libraries.  
 Attitude of people, the board and the library staff to accept new advances in their day 

today working. 
 

Purpose of Digital Library 
The inspiration driving progressed library is to work with permission to electronic information, print 
material, and library organization to ensure that the information needs of customer neighborhood met, 
paying little psyche to their space. It enable libraries to pass on significant information that as of now 
exist inside library dividers electronically to allies outside those dividers, to make new progressed 
resources locally, and to facilitate close by mechanized resources with wipe out ones.  

The amount of people getting to cutting edge collection through the www also shows risky speeds of 
advancement. Finally internationalization is making a "overall information environment" a reality. 

Functions of Digital Library 
The central components of the high level library are  

 To avoid standard and dull activities.  
 Provide workplaces for frameworks organization and resource sharing  
 To access Public and Overall journals which are being disseminated extraordinarily in machine-

significant construction  
 To digitize records for protection and for saving space  
 To support library limits, for instance, stream control, successive control, Acquiring control, stock 

upkeep, office robotization and making in-house informational collections.  
 To work on the cost suitability of library exercises  
 To get, store, control and scatter information and offer permission to an incredibly colossal 

grouping  
 Provide straightforward interface  
 To give need based and audit search organizations to the customer  
 Support advanced inquiry and recuperation to enable more conspicuous access for information 

 

Components of Digital Library 
 Progressed library has a close by library system with neighborhood data bases in machine clear 
construction, Minimized circle ROMs, Sight and sound Workplaces and good PCs having LAN and web 
office to move toward laborers and far away informational collections. All around pre-arranged work 
with collection of system abilities to co-ordinate and manage the entry and recuperation of data. The 
three rule fragments of mechanized libraries are  

 Technology  
 Operations (Investigation, Tutoring and others)  
 Documents (Print, sound, video) 
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Advantages of Digital Library 

 Every structure partakes in its own advantages. The principal advantages of mechanized library 
are:  

 We can get to the information from any far off piece of the world.  
 Long distance and fastest correspondence.  
 Easy wellspring of information.  
 Latest and state of the art information at whatever point.  
 Provision for downloading the information.  
 Remedy for space issue.  
 Worldwide promoting is possible.  
 Enhanced search office. 

 

Disadvantages of Digital Library 

 It needs for colossal monetary arrangement, which isn't serviceable for little libraries.  
 Failure of current and media transmission go against the use of the high level library.  
 It includes rehashing costs for its usage, which is wise for normal Examining.  
 Continuous usage of cutting edge library makes weight on eyes and brain of the customer.  
 Information advancement proceeds to change and thusly mettle of automated Library is 

incredulous.  
 Computer contamination is a creating risk and if ceaseless course of action isn't found, it can 

demolish the high level library. 
 

Future of Digital Library 
ICT is changing the piece of libraries. It's troublesome works with the library limits yet what's more saves 
the important time, strength and energy of the customers. If all libraries embrace the ICT and endeavor 
the connection of digitization, putting together (LAN, MAN and WAN) would become achievable which 
is the need of the day. As the costs of PC, its peripherals, sensitive item's and correspondence 
advancement are cutting bit by bit. By and by, it is expected that libraries, who were without ICT till date 
will have new development which will provoke structure the high level libraries. Keeping in see the 
degrees of progress in information and correspondence advancement, electronic media will supersede 
inside and out the printed media in not really far off future and libraries will be as electronic, modernized 
and virtual independently. 
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